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We demonstrate site-resolved imaging of a strongly correlated quantum system without relying
on laser cooling techniques during fluorescence imaging. We observe the formation of Mott shells in
the insulating regime and realize thermometry in an atomic cloud. This work proves the feasibility
of the noncooled approach and opens the door to extending the detection technology to new atomic
species.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the creation of site-resolved fluorescence-imaging
devices capable of observing a quantum gas trapped in a
two-dimensional optical lattice[1], there has been tremen-
dous progress in the study of strongly correlated quantum
systems. By observing the superfluid-to-Mott-insulator
transition at the single atom level by using bosonic Rb
atoms[2, 3], scientists have been able to observe the phase
transitions of interacting quantum Ising spins[4], the dy-
namics of interacting quantum walkers[5], and magnon
bound states[6]. Moreover, the measurement of entan-
glement entropy has also been realized[7]. Recently,
detection technology has been expanded to fermionic
Li[8, 9] and K[10–12], culminating in the observation of a
fermionic Mott insulator[13, 14] and long-range antifer-
romagnetic ordering[15]. These experiments are signifi-
cant toward the understanding of d-wave superconduc-
tivity. Improving the site-resolved imaging technology
and extending it to new atomic species is an important
step toward exploring a broader variety of strongly cor-
related phenomena. Among the candidates for extending
this technology, highly dipolar atoms such as Dy and Er
are promising for studying the extended Bose-Hubbard
model and its underlying exotic phases of matter[16, 17].

The most challenging task in the realization of site-
resolved fluorescence imaging is fulfilling the requirement
that atoms stay localized within a site while their fluores-
cence is collected. The conventional method for achieving
this is to perform laser cooling simultaneously with imag-
ing. Different cooling methods have been applied in the
past experiments, including polarization gradient cool-
ing in the case of Rb[1], Raman cooling for Li[8, 9] and
K[10], EIT cooling for K[11, 12], and narrow-line optical
molasses for Yb[18]. Although these cooling techniques
have proven to be effective for imaging with a fidelity
near unity, the experimental setups are complicated and
often applicable only to a particular species.

A promising alternative to laser cooling-based systems
is to use a sufficiently deep optical potential and short
exposure time. This method was demonstrated using Yb
atoms in [19], where an optical lattice nearly resonant
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with a transition from the excited state was used to cre-
ate a large light shift. The required deep potential was
created by coupling the ground and excited states with
an excitation beam. The main advantage of this exper-
imental setup is that it only requires a single excitation
beam and an available transition from the excited state
and thus is readily extensible to new atomic species.

Prior to this research, access to strongly correlated
quantum systems was limited to the systems based on
laser cooling, and it was not clear whether the noncooled
approach would provide sufficient fidelity to access the
required physics. Here we report the first direct ob-
servation of a Hubbard system using a noncooled site-
resolved imaging device. We observe the shell structure
of a bosonic 174Yb Mott insulator with near unity fidelity,
thus proving the effectiveness of this approach. We also
go one step beyond the analysis in [19] by considering loss
rates that are not constant and by estimating an upper
limit for the hopping probability.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
presents the experimental and imaging setup. Section III
focuses upon the estimation of loss and hopping proba-
bility. In Sec. IV we fit the reconstructed atomic-density
distributions to measure the temperatures of atoms in
the insulator regime. Finally, in Sec. V we summarize
and conclude our analysis.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Preparation of the Mott insulator

We start our experiment by preparing a two-
dimensional condensate of 5 × 104 bosonic 174Yb that
is positioned 2.6µm below the surface of a solid immer-
sion lens (SIL). The SIL enables us to increase the res-
olution of the imaging system and additionally fix the
position of the atoms relative to its flat surface. The
procedure to create and compress the condensate utilizes
the “optical accordion” technique described in [19, 20].
This technique comprises reflecting a laser beam from
the flat substrate at a shallow angle to create a standing
wave with tunable periodicity. In contrast to the pro-
cedure explained in [19], which utilizes a combination of
two orthogonal optical accordions and one vertical op-
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. After creating a Bose-Einstein
condensate and compressing it by using a combination of an
optical accordion and a vertical ODT, a pair of retro-reflected
lattice beams is introduced to load the atoms into the two-
dimensional optical lattice. The system is then driven into
a Mott insulating state by gradually ramping up the inten-
sity of the lattice beams. A photo-association light is used
to force inelastic light-assisted collisions on multiple occupied
sites. Site-resolved imaging of the insulator is realized by
irradiating a single excitation beam onto the atoms. No cool-
ing mechanism is employed while the imaging system collects
photons.

tical dipole trap (ODT), here we opt to perform evap-
orative cooling using only one accordion beam and the
vertical ODT (see Fig. 1). Both beams have a wave-
length of 1080 nm and propagate in the x + y = 0 verti-
cal plane. After compressing the condensate, we perform
a second evaporative cooling by reducing the accordion
beam power over 9 s. We control the number of atoms
loaded into the two-dimensional optical lattice by adjust-
ing the final power of the accordion beam.

To load the atoms into the two-dimensional optical lat-
tice, we use an additional pair of beams (wavelength 1080
nm) propagating in the orthogonal x = 0 and y = 0
planes. The lattice beams are reflected from the SIL
at the same angle as the optical accordion and retro-
reflected by using a concave mirror with a 50 mm radius
of curvature. This creates a two-dimensional lattice with
spacing alat = 543.5 nm in the x-y plane and a standing
wave with 4.8µm spacing in the z direction. The lat-
tice beams have an elliptical cross-section, with waists of
26µm and 52µm in the z and x(y) directions, respec-
tively. We load the atoms into the lattice by ramping
up the potential depth to 6.5Er over 2 s while decreas-
ing the intensity of the vertical and accordion beams. At
this point, the atoms are in the superfluid regime, which
we confirm by the presence of sharp interference peaks
in the momentum distribution[21]. We further increase
the lattice depth to 26Er over 1 s by using a smooth S-
shaped curve to induce a phase transition into a Mott
insulator[22].

B. Site-resolved fluorescence imaging

We employ the photo-association (PA) technique to re-
move pairs of atoms in multiply occupied sites and realize
parity measurement of the number density[23, 24]. The
PA laser is red-detuned by 301 MHz from the 1S0 − 3P1

atomic transition at 556 nm. Pairs of atoms decay over
34(22)µs when an optical lattice depth of 1200Er and
a PA laser beam intensity of 0.75 W/cm2 is used. For
this experiment, we ramp up the lattice depth in 10 ms
and irradiate the PA beam for a period of 2 ms. This is
expected to eliminate > 99% of the atomic pairs while
only producing an average of ∼ 0.5 photon scatterings in
the rest of the atoms.

Finally, we obtain site-resolved imaging of a Mott in-
sulator by further increasing the lattice depth to 3200Er

over 5 ms and irradiating an excitation beam (wavelength
399 nm, intensity 65 W/cm2) upon the atoms for 40µs.
The scattered photons are collected by a high-resolution
optical system (numerical aperture 0.81, magnification
110X) composed of the SIL and an objective lens and
then focused into an emCCD camera (Andor iXon Ul-
tra 888). The top row of Fig. 2 shows the obtained
raw images for an increasing number of atoms in the
trap. The observed concentric shells correspond to a
fixed number of atoms in each shell, which is the char-
acteristic structure of a Mott insulator under harmonic
confinement[25, 26]. To reconstruct the atomic-density
distribution ndet(r), we first estimate the total fluores-
cence at each site by employing a computer algorithm
based on deconvolution. The obtained total fluorescence
is then compared with a previously determined fluores-
cence threshold to determine which site was occupied.
The middle row in Fig. 2 shows the estimated density
distribution corresponding to each of the images on top.
Images in the bottom row are the result of averaging 10
fluorescence raw images.

III. FIDELITY

Here, we study the fidelity of the imaging system.
In site-resolved imaging devices relying on cooling-based
schemes to pin the atoms during the imaging process,
the conventional method for estimating hopping and loss
effects is to take two successive fluorescence images and
compare their observed atomic-density distributions. As
atoms are thermally in equilibrium during laser cooling,
hopping and loss rates are constant. Thus, the compari-
son method provides a good estimation of both rates. In
the case of the noncooled approach, the temperature of
atoms during imaging is not constant but continuously
increasing. This results in a number of trapped atoms
that decays non-exponentially.
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FIG. 2. Site-resolved imaging of a bosonic 174Yb Mott insulator. Top row corresponds to raw images obtained with the emCCD
camera during an exposure time of 40µs. The middle row shows the reconstructed atomic-density distribution obtained from
the deconvolution algorithm. The estimated number of atoms in each image is (a) 45±7, (b) 115±5, (c) 179±13, (d) 273±12,
(e) 486± 21 and (f) 592± 27. Bottom row shows the result of averaging 10 fluorescence raw images. Due to the presence of an
external harmonic confinement in the optical lattices, the number of visible concentric Mott shells increases with the number
of atoms.
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FIG. 3. Estimation of loss effects. (a) Histogram for the
number of sites as a function of the total fluorescence at each
site using 10 images taken at an exposure of 300 µs. The
left peak corresponds to empty sites that are affected by stray
background light. (b) Typical raw image. (c) Computed com-
plementary cumulative function of the histogram, shown as a
semi-log plot. Circular points are fitted with a simulation
(solid line) to obtain the percentage of occupied sites. Tri-
angular points are not considered in the fitting because they
include the contribution of empty sites.

A. Loss effects

To estimate the loss effects, we obtain fluorescence im-
ages by employing the same procedure as in Fig. 2 but
using a longer exposure time (300µs instead of 40µs).
A typical observed image is shown in Fig. 3(b). Figure
3(a) shows the computed histogram for the number of
sites as a function of the total fluorescence at each site.
Note that the left peak of the histogram is determined
by background noise on empty sites, which is caused by
stray light from the excitation beam. From the histogram
we compute the complementary cumulative distribution
as shown in Fig. 3(c). For a large number of fluorescence
counts, the background noise becomes negligible and the
distribution is determined only by the fluorescence on
occupied sites (circular points in Fig. 3(c)). In accor-
dance with the law of large numbers, the distribution of
occupied sites is expected to be equivalent to the prob-
ability, PS(NF), of an atom surviving after emitting NF

fluorescence counts, that is multiplied by the percentage
of occupied sites. In the case of a cooling-based scheme,
PS(NF) will decay exponentially as atoms have a con-
stant temperature during imaging, resulting in a straight
line on the semi-log plot. In contrast, for the noncooled
approach presented here, we observe a non-exponential
decay. We fit the distribution of occupied sites with a
known PS obtained by simulation. This simulation con-
siders losses due to heating and also light-induced ex-
citations from the optical lattice[19]. From the fitting,
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FIG. 4. Estimation of hopping effects. (a) Typical raw
image with a sparse population taken at an exposure time of
40µs. (b) Histogram of the total fluorescence per site using
100 images containing an average of 2.6 atoms per image.
Left and right peaks correspond to empty and occupied sites,
respectively. (c) Upper limit of the hopping probability as a
function of the occupancy threshold. Error bars denote 68%
Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals.

we estimate that 21% of the sites are initially occupied.
The solid line in Fig. 3(c) shows the fitting result. We
find a remarkable agreement between the experimental
data and the simulation, even at very large fluorescence
counts. As a reference, we have also included the esti-
mated curve for the histogram (solid line in Fig. 3(a)),
which can be computed directly from PS . We can then
calculate the loss rate and percentage of lost atoms from
the derivative and complement of PS , respectively.

B. Hopping effects

Hopping effects are estimated using 100 images (expo-
sure time 40µs) of lattices with sparse and low popula-
tions, i.e., 2.6 atoms on an average (see Fig. 4(a)). These
samples are prepared by ramping down the lattice depth
to 4Er over 1 ms followed by a 0.5 s holding time. The
shallow lattice depth allows atoms to disperse randomly
along the lattice while the total number of atoms is re-
duced. The lattice depth is then ramped up to 26Er over
10 ms to pin the positions of the atoms in the lattice and
later imaged in the same way as the Mott insulator.

For each reconstructed image, we determine which sites
are occupied or not by comparing the total fluorescence
in each site with an occupancy threshold. We then cal-
culate the number of total occupied sites and the number
of groups of two adjacent occupied sites in each image.
Adjacent occupied sites are the result of either hopping
events, a pair of atoms randomly occupying two adjacent

FIG. 5. Temperature measurement of a Mott insulator.
The reconstructed atomic-density distribution is averaged az-
imuthally to obtain the radial profiles (points) and fitted using
the grand-canonical ensemble described by the Bose-Hubbard
model under the zero-tunneling approximation (solid lines).
Error bars denotes 68% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals.
The experimental data for (a)-(c) correspond to the recon-
structed density distributions in Fig. 2(c), (d) and (f), re-
spectively. From each fitting, the global chemical potential
µ0, temperature T , and Mott radius r0 are extracted.

sites[27], or background events. For different choices of
the occupancy threshold, the probability of finding two
adjacent sites that are occupied then establishes an upper
limit for the hopping probability, as shown in Fig. 4(c).

C. Loss and hopping probability

We set the occupancy threshold to 2×104 fluorescence
counts. For this threshold, the loss and hopping probabil-
ities are 1.8% and less than 0.7%, respectively. The low
hopping probability is a characteristic of the non-cooled
imaging system, because atoms that become heated are
rapidly accelerated by the radiative force exerted by the
excitation beam and very rarely emit a sufficient number
of photons in the neighboring sites for these sites to be
considered as occupied.

IV. THERMOMETRY

Finally, we measure the temperature of the atomic
cloud by analyzing the reconstructed density distribu-
tion. The Bose-Hubbard model describes the behavior
of atoms trapped in a two-dimensional optical lattice
with harmonic confinement. When the tunneling rate,
J , is sufficiently smaller than the on-site interaction en-
ergy U (U/J � 16.7)[28], the number density after par-
ity projection, ndet(r), is approximately (zero-tunnelling
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approximation)[3]:

ndet(r) =
1

Z

∞∑
n=1

mod2(n) exp

[
µ(r)n− En

kBT

]
,

where Z is the grand canonical partition function, µ is
the local chemical potential, T is the temperature, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, and En = Un(n − 1)/2 is the
interaction energy for a site occupied by n atoms. We
apply the local density approximation µ = µ0−0.5mω2r2

where µ0 is the global chemical potential and ω is the
trap frequency of the harmonic confinement. Note that
we consider an azimuthally symmetric function because
we measured negligible ellipticity in our trap geometry.

We average the reconstructed number density az-
imuthally and then fit the result with the theoretical
ndet(r) (see Fig. 5), taking the loss effects into account.
From the fitting, we extract the parameters µ0/U and

T/U , as well as the Mott shell radius r0 =
√

2U/mω2.
This yield the parameters T = 0.10(1)U/kB , µ0 =
1.56(6)U , r0 = 5.1(1)alat for (a), T = 0.10(1)U/kB , µ0 =
2.14(4)U , r0 = 5.0(1)alat for (b) and T = 0.21(2)U/kB ,
µ0 = 3.38(7)U , r0 = 5.0(1)alat for (c). From the ex-
tracted parameters we also calculate the entropy per
atom resulting in 0.32(6)kB for (a), 0.28(4)kB for (b)
and 0.34(3)kB for (c).

The errors in the computed parameters are caused by
the limited number of sites used in the azimuthal aver-
ages, which is reflected by the size of the error bars on
the experimental data. Hopping effects are very small
and produce a negligible error in the measurement. In-

creasing the accuracy of this thermometer would require
the use of traps having smaller ω or increasing U by using
larger s-wave scattering lengths.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first site-
resolved observation of a Mott insulator by using a non-
cooled method. This approach is robust against mechan-
ical instabilities in the optical system owing to the short
exposure time used during imaging. The simplicity of the
setup that uses only one excitation beam that does not re-
quire retro-reflection makes it readily applicable to other
species. In particular, lanthanoid atoms benefit from the
noncooled method as they have a large mass, which re-
sults in small recoil energies ensuring small losses. We
have also presented a method for estimating the loss and
hopping effects and found that our system has compara-
ble fidelity to that its laser cooling-based counterparts.
Our results are promising for the study of the Fermi-
Hubbard model using a Yb gas in its generalized SU(N)
form[29, 30].
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